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This is an important day in the life of the church.
Not onlv is it Valentines Dav—not only is it Teacher
recognition day, when we say thank you to our teachers—not
only is it the day when you can buy valentine cookies from
the .junior F'.F. for only 25 cents a piece, please foroive me
that commercial. It is also, TRANSFIGURATION SUNDAY.

This is the day in the church year when we remember the
Transfiguration of our Lord.

People don't know much about the Transfiguration.
Many, I'm sure aren't aware of it at all. I 'asked seme of
you what day it was today and very few could cell me that
this was Transfiguration Sunday. And very few knew what: it
was about when they learned that this is, in fact that day.
And I confess, I wouldn't have been conscious of it had not
mention been mads of it to me a couple of weeks age- It is
net on my calendar.

But it is a significant occurance in the story of
Jesus. And we should deal with it.

Preachers tend to tap dance around the transfiquratien,
We tend to ors^zh around it rather than about it. we will

talk about "going up the mountain" to spiritual highs—or
"coming down the mountain:t to rejoin the reality of everyday
living—or perhaps we will talk about building booths or
memorials to our spiritual heras, like Peter suggested. In
preaching it is appropriate to approach a passage of
sc.-ipturs, locking through the eyes of the disciples in order
to understand their reaction to an exoerience.

But it is a peripheral sort of approach.

I think preachers do this sort of peripheral preaching
for one of two reasons—first, because :i f vcu or33.c.h on the
transfiguration more than a few times, you start to look for
peripheral concerns just to be different—just to avoid
preaching the same thing year after year. It is a dilemma
common at Christmas and Easter. But I think the most common

reason is that we really don't know what to make of the
event itself. Truly the Transfiguration can be a confusing
beast.

So today, rather than look through the eyes of the
disciples, trying to understand their experience, let's step
back from the Transfiguration just a bit, and look at the
whole thing and try to make some sense out of it for us.










